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Abstract—With rapid progress in internet and digital imaging 
technology there are more and more ways to easily create, 
publish and distributed images. A major issue for computer 
networks is to prevent important information from being 
disclosed to illegal users. Valuable multimedia content such as 
digital images, however, is vulnerable to unauthorized access 
while in storage and during transmission over a network. Resent 
advances in visual cryptography, including probabilistic schemes 
and colored image sharing techniques were introduced. Visual 
cryptography is a method for protecting image based secrets that 
has a computation-free decoding process. 

This paper focuses on image feature protection techniques 
which enable similarity comparison among protected features.  
Experimental results shows that secure image retrieval can 
achieve comparable retrieval performance to conventional image 
retrieval techniques without revealing information about image 
content. Thus the image retrieval process becomes simple. 
MATLAB based coding manage the query phase of the system. 
Based on the simulation results, the proposed system not only 
shows the efficiency in hiding the attributes but also provides 
other advantages such as: (1) fast transmission of the retrieval 
image to the receiver, (2) searching made easy. This work 
enriches the area of secure information retrieval and can find 
applications in secure online services for images and videos. 

Keywords—Cryptography, secure image retrieval, visual 
cryptography, content based image retrieval, feature protection. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
 Today web is going towards the multimedia data in which 

image covers the highest percentage of it. But with the ever-
increasing growth of multimedia applications, security is an 
important aspect in communication and storage of images, and 
encryption is the way to ensure security. Image encryption 
techniques try to convert original image to another image that 
is hard to understand and to keeps the image confidential 
between users, in other word, it’s important that without 
decryption key no one can access the content. Image 
encryption has applications in internet communication, 
multimedia systems, medical imaging, telemedicine, military 
communication etc. Information retrieval from encrypted 
databases is an important technological capability for privacy 
protection in multiparty information management. 
Representative application scenarios include online services of 
webmail such as Gmail, photo hosting such as Flicker, and 

financial management such as Mint.com, where users store 
their private information on some remote server and the server 
provides functionalities to the user, such as categorization, 
search and data analysis [1]. Currently, servers operate on 
plaintext data, making user’s private information vulnerable to 
attacks by untrustworthy administrators and malicious 
intruders. To provide secure online services, technologies that 
protect users’ privacy without sacrificing functionalities are 
desirable. Image retrieval based on user assigned tags, 
extension to content based image retrieval (CBIR) is not 
straightforward. CBIR systems often rely on comparing the 
similarity among image features, such as color histograms, 
shape descriptors, or salient points, which are usually high 
dimensional vectors. Comparing similarity among high 
dimensional vectors using cryptographic primitives is 
challenging.  

 Measurement of image quality is important for many 
image processing applications [2]. Image quality assessment is 
closely related to image similarity assessment in which quality 
is based on the differences (or similarity) between a degraded 
image and the original, unmodified image. There are two ways 
to measure image quality by subjective or objective 
assessment. Subjective evaluations are expensive and time-
consuming [3]. It is impossible to implement them into 
automatic real-time systems. Objective evaluations are 
automatic and mathematical defined algorithm. Subjective 
measurements can be used to validate the usefulness of 
objective measurements. Therefore objective methods have 
attracted more attentions in recent years. Well-known 
objective evaluation algorithms for measuring image quality 
include mean squared error (MSE), peak signal-to-noise ratio 
(PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM). MSE and PSNR are 
very simple and easy to use. In this paper we use these 
techniques for image quality assessment for image encryption.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 In this era, the communication through multimedia 

components is on demand. The data like text, images, video 
and audio is communicated through network. Cryptographic 
techniques are used to provide the protection of data and 
information while transmission of data over the network. The 
various algorithms are available for the security Services like 
Confidentiality, Data Integrity, and Authentication to protect 
against the attacks. In 1996, Manezes introduced that 
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Cryptography is the study of mathematical techniques related 
to aspects of information security such as confidentiality, data 
integrity, entity authentication, and data origin authentication. 
Cryptography protects information by transforming it into an 
unreadable format [4]. The original text, or plaintext, is 
converted into a coded equivalent called cipher text via an 
encryption algorithm. Only those who possess a secret key can 
decipher (decrypt) the cipher text into plain text. Yonglin Ren, 
Azzedine Boukerche [5], Lynda Mokdad presents the 
principle of selective encryption with propose of 
probabilistically selective encryption algorithm. The algorithm 
was based on symmetric key [6-7]. By make use of 
probabilistic methodology and stochastic algorithm, in the 
process of message encryption a sender includes proper 
uncertainty, so that the decryption of the cipher text is done by 
only entrusted receiver and other unauthorized nodes have no 
information of the broadcasted messages on the whole. S. Kala 
implemented the idea of selective encryption algorithm for 
wireless ad hoc network with the Quadrature Mirror Filters 
and Lossless compression techniques. In a Toss A coin 
algorithm the half of the data is encrypted and another half is 
unencrypted .i.e., 50% of data will be encrypted and left 50% 
will be unencrypted and, it is transferred as it is. It requires 
more bandwidth. Selective encryption is one of the most 
promising solutions to reduce the cost of data protection in 
wireless and mobile networks.  

In 2012, Priyanka Agrawal and Manisha Rajpoot 
introduced Selective encryption is one of the most promising 
solutions to reduce the cost of data protection in wireless and 
mobile network. There are lots of cryptographic algorithms are 
available and most like: RS DES, AES, Chaotic System, DCT, 
and DWT are proposed and used for image encryption and 
selective image encryption. Kalpana Singh and Shefalika 
Ghosh Samaddar have used the selective encryption technique 
in RSA based on singular cubic curve for the text based 
documents. The authors proposed to increase the speed of 
encryption by using selective encryption. Selective encryption 
is a technique which uses subset of bit stream rather than 
entire bit stream. In the selective encryption used only a 
random of whole message plain text is encrypted rather than 
the whole text. They have taken the benefit of symmetric key 
algorithm to decrease the complexity of the operation and 
protect the data in a reasonable computational cost and these 
properties make the scheme suitable for real-time applications.  

Optimizing the performance of digital imaging systems 
with respect to a wide variety of distortions during acquisition, 
processing, storage, transmission and reproduction, any of 
which may result in a degradation of visual quality. So, 
measurement of image quality is very important to numerous 
image processing applications in this domain. Any imaging 
system can use the quality metric to adjust itself automatically 
for obtaining improved quality images [8-9]. It can be used to 
compare and evaluate image processing systems and 
algorithms. This can be done by subjective testing sessions, or 
by objective computational metrics. The only correct method 
of quantifying visual image quality is through subjective 
evaluation [10-13]. In subjective evaluation, a number of 
observers are selected, tested for their visual capabilities, 
shown a series of test scenes and asked to score the quality of 

the scenes. Image quality assessment is closely related to 
image similarity assessment. Some commonly used methods 
to evaluate image quality are mean squared error, peak signal 
to noise ratio, structural similarity index matrix etc.  

III. PROPOSED APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 
In image cryptography most of the available encryption 

algorithms are mainly used different size images so they get 
easily decrypted image at receiver. In this paper image encryption 
is applied on colour images of same size and type. For resultant 
compressed data is secured by Data Encryption Standard 
encryption algorithm. The schematic block diagram of this 
proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig.1. Block diagram of proposed method  

This proposed method adding encryption to a picture, 
which is the art of creating hidden images, through adding 
cover image with secret image. This method is applied on 
well-known data of Wang from which 158 images are used 
with size of 128×96 (w×h) pixels, total number of pixels are 
12288 [14]. The image database has different types of objects 
like bird, forest, flowers, Mountains and Nature etc. 

Here are couple of test images for cryptography, encrypt 
secret images with cover image and to get back the original 
image at the receiver by decryption is applied. For evaluate 
image quality following methods are used: 

A. Mean Squared Error (MSE)  
One obvious way of measuring this similarity is to 

compute an error signal by subtracting the test signal from the 
reference, and then computing the average energy of the error 
signal [15-19]. The mean-squared-error is the simplest, and 
the most widely used .For good image quality its value is 
became low. This metric is frequently used in signal 
processing and is defined as follows:- 

    2

1 1

1 , ,
M N

i j
MSE x i j y i j

MN  

                              (1)  
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Where x (i, j) represents the original (reference) image and 
y (i, j) represents the distorted (modified) image and i and j 
are the pixel position of the M×N image. MSE is zero when x 
(i, j) = y (i, j).  

B. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)  
The PSNR is evaluated in decibels and is inversely 

proportional the Mean Squared Error [15-19]. If PSNR value 
is high it shows good quality image. 

 2

10

2 1
10log

n

PSNR
MSE


                                                    (2) 

With a selected cover image the algorithm find proper 
secrete images from database which can be effectively 
encrypted. The encrypted image MSE and PSNR is used to 
measure the encryption quality. The lower value of MSE is 
shows better encryption quality and reverse is depicted by 
PSNR.  The test results of the proposed method are shown in 
Fig. 2. The computation of MSE and PSNR for data set is as 
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively.     

 

Fig.2. Test Result of Proposed Method 
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Fig.3. MSE plot for encrypted images 

 

Fig.4. PSNR plot for encrypted images 

The performance evaluation factors MSE and PSNR for 
encryption is obtained from different images are computed 
and best encrypted images details are summarized with their 
image number and name is shown in Table. I. 

TABLE I.  COMPARISON OF MSE AND PSNR FOR DIFFERENT IMAGES  

Images Image Name MSE PSNR 

49 5536.jpg 1.0 48.0 

131 5618.jpg 3.4 42.8 

10 5497.jpg 3.5 42.7 

32 5519.jpg 4.8 41.3 

31 5518.jpg 4.9 41.2 

 

The results show that as the MSE value is increases and 
PSNR is decreases and the encryption security reduces. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
Image quality measurement plays an important role in 

various images processing application. A great deal of effort 
has been made in recent years to develop objective image 
quality metrics. The best way of fast and secure transmission 
is by using compression and encryption of multimedia data 
like images. In this paper proposed method used MSE and 
PSNR for Image Quality evaluation.  

 This method use same size of images to encrypt and 
decrypt images directly for real time applications. Involving 
two images (the cover and the secret) in place of only one (the 
cover) we are able to change the cover coefficients randomly. 
This paper explores technique which enable similarity 
comparison among encrypted image features, based on which 
secure content based image retrieval can be achieved. We 
show that the combination of signal processing and 
cryptographic techniques, such as random projection, unary 
encoding, and random permutation, helps us address the 
problem of secure image retrieval, which is otherwise difficult 
using traditional cryptography alone. The proposed approach 
has many applications in hiding and coding messages within 
standard medias, such as images or videos. As future work, we 
intend to study steganalytic techniques for ISC and to extend 
ISC to mobile video communication. 
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